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Shoemaker
vandalised,
àRRGHG
Michael Runyon
NEWS EDITOR

Alarm bells rang, students were
evacuated, and a wall of water was
released on September 11th. The
reason for the confusion? A single act
of vandalism.
At approximately 2:25a.m.
on the eleventh, a person allegedly
[M\WNN I[XZQVSTMZWV\PM\PÆWWZ
of Shoemaker’s east side, spilling
thousands of gallons of water and
displacing residents for a night.
Christi Opseth, a community
IL^Q[MZWV-ÆWWZWN ;PWMUISMZ
said, “I was sleeping and it was about
two thirty in the morning and two
of my residents ran up and started
pounding on my door...yelling ‘what
do we do? What do we do?’ I looked
down the hallway and there was a
huge wall of water. I said “just get
out of the building” and then the
alarm started going off and everyone
evacuated.”
There are currently two investigations taking place. One investigation is being conducted by the
University and the other is being
conducted by the St. Cloud Police
Department. Two suspects have been
QLMV\QÅMLQV\PM[MQV^M[\QOI\QWV[
The water released ran from the
NW]Z\PÆWWZLW_V\W\PMJI[MUMV\WN 
Shoemaker. Reports indicated that
there were 2-3 inches of standing
_I\MZWV\PMÆWWZ
“We had a similar incident happen like this at W.W. Holes about two
years ago and you’d be amazed about
how much water can come out of a
little 2.5 inch pipe. If there is a real
ÅZM\PM_I\MZXZM[[]ZMQ[LQ[XMZ[ML
through multiple heads and the
amount of water that is going out is a
little more controlled.” said Dan Pederson, director of Residential Life.
The water released was not
cleaned up for several hours and
caused damage to both SCSU property and residents’ personal property.
Residential life has reported that the
University is not responsible for the
damages to resident’s personal property and has been looking into the
damages to University property.
“Right now, facilities management are still monitoring the carpets
every day. Every day that we’ve
examined them, we’ve found that
things are ok. They’re dry, we’re not
seeing any residual water buildup.
The biggest concern right now has to
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Sodexo
nutrition
SURßOH
Staff Report

Sodexo is the largest food provider on the campus of SCSU.
SCSU’s Dining Services and
Sodexo provide meals at Garvey
Dining Hall, catering services in
Atwood, and the cafeteria in the
Education building.
Sodexo also provides all of the
retail services in Atwood, such as
Einstein Bagels, WOW, 6th Street
Grill, and Mein Bowl.
Sodexo receives their food
from many local farmers around
the area, and try to purchase food
as locally as they can. They also
receive food from bigger providers, like Sysco and Jennie-O.
Garvey is one of the most accessed places on campus, with the
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Hispanic heritage celebrated at SCSU
Brenna Casey
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

National Hispanic Heritage Month took
place Saturday on Lake George where Hispanic families and members of the community
came together through traditional Peruvian
and Ecuadorian food, Latin dance, and passionate speakers.
To open the ceremony, Dave Kleis, mayor
of St. Cloud, said it’s important to celebrate
heritage in regard to the great strides the city

of St. Cloud has made regarding diversity and
multicultural acceptance.
The census stated that Minnesota has had
nearly a 106 percent increase in the number
of individuals who recognize themselves as
from Latin or Hispanic descent.
“I think St. Cloud has changed a lot,” said
Lalo Quillo, a Peruvian native. “St. Cloud is
much more open and multicultural … people
are so much more aware.”
Quillo gives credit toward the community’s
increasing acceptance and awareness to local

bands and cultural events such as The Pachanga Society, whose mission is to “cut through
both generational and cultural barriers.”
Organizers Susie Osaki Holm and Rosamond Owens of the Multicultural Center of
Central Minnesota, said the purpose of the
Hispanic heritage event was to “build bridges
of multicultural understanding across cultures
in Central Minnesota.” Additionally, the MCC
partnered with Cathedral High School, whose
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Behavioral Intervention Team helps support students
John Russett
COPY EDITOR

When a single gunman walked
onto the campus of Virginia Tech
University and killed 32 people in
April of 2006, it sent a rolling wave
of change across the country in
the philosophies of those at higher
education institutions.
As a result, at weekly meetings, a group of SCSU faculty and
staff, who comprise the Behavioral
Intervention Team, get together to
discuss ways in which to best make
available supports for those who
may be of concern.

Lazerdisk Party Sex performs

“Behavior Intervention Teams,
or similar kinds of groups, have
popped up across the country”
said Jerry Bulisco, Assistant Dean
of Students at SCSU and chair of
BIT. Initially, Bulisco said, these
groups were more geared toward
threat analysis and they have since
evolved into what BIT is today.
“It’s to bridge gaps and put in
supports where there are issues,”
said Dr. John Eggers, director of
Counseling and Psychological Services at SCSU, adding that their
main purpose is to provide a central place for someone to express
concern for a student.

Page 9
Lazerdisk Party Sex
performed at D.B.
Searles Friday.

Eggers emphasized BIT is
much more than a group whose
sole function is to prevent situations
similar to those which occurred
at Virginia Tech and Northern
Illinois.
“It’s quite rare on our campus,
or on any campus, to have someone
who is at risk of hurting themselves,
or others,” he said.
Eggers said he wants to increase
the capacity of the university to
care for not only students, but for
everyone.
Students, however, rarely know
they have been placed on the BIT
agenda.

Huskies beat Marauders

“Students are not always aware
that they have been brought up
to be talked about and this is a
conversation around the country in
these groups about how to handle
this issue,” Eggers said.
“This group is not secret,” he
said. “On the other hand it’s not
super-public.”
Bulisco and Eggers are careful
to avoid the feel of Big Brother.
“We try and get the word out as
much as possible,” Bulisco said.
“I am very sensitive to the idea
that there is this group that may
talk about students and they’re

6HHIntervention / Page
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SCSU volleyball
beats Maruaders
in opener.
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do with ceiling tiles that
are glued to the cement
ceilings. Plaster ceilings in a
building that age and also the
ÆWWZ\QTMJMKI][M[WUMWN \PM
_I\MZ[\WWLWV\PMÆWWZNWZ
a couple of hours because of
how long it takes to clean up
some of that water. Sometimes you don’t see problems
with the tile for a couple of
days after” Pedersen said.
Residents that were
evacuated because of the
release of water were not
allowed to sleep in Shoemaker. Community advisors
found temporary rooms for
residents that were displaced
in the G wing of Shoemaker
and W.W. Holes hall. Some
displaced residents found
rooms with friends. Residents
were allowed to go back to
their rooms to grab belongings before sleeping in their
temporary rooms.
Opseth said, “At about
"\PMaTM\UaÆWWZJIKS
up so they could grab some
WN \PMQZJMTWVOQVO[<PMÅZM
department told us that if we
had any cords laying in our
ÆWWZ\WPI^M\PMUKPMKSQ\[W
no one would get electrocuted. One by one the remainQVOÆWWZ[_MV\]X\WKWTTMK\
some of their belongings. It
_I[IJW]\NW]Z\PQZ\aWZÅ^M
_PMV_MOW\\PMÅVITÆWWZ]X
to grab their stuff.”
Residents of Shoemaker
had to mop out their rooms
on Monday. They have been
able to live normally throughout the week.
“It still turns my stomach
to know that at 3 O’clock in
the morning you have to get
up and walk out to something
like this and we weren’t able
to get them back in the building to quarter after three.
It’s a horrible way to spend
your weekend and we’ve had
a fairly good opening for the
University for everybody so
it’s a lousy way for students to
have to deal with this. Some
of them have lost textbooks
and that’s devastating. Their
ability to succeed in a classroom is negatively affected by
this.” Pedersen said.

aware of it,” Eggers
said. “I struggle with what’s
the best way to handle
that.”
This issue is not exclusive to SCSU.
“I will tell you that
student affairs people across
the country always walk
that delicate balance,” Bulisco said. Many aspects are
considered prior to deciding
whether to reach out to a
student, he said, and if the
student does not want help,
that is respected.
¹?MZMITTa\ZaIVLÅVLI
fair balance between allowing autonomy of students
and providing or offering
support,” Eggers said. “We
talk about, even on a very
philosophical level someSHUN JIE YONG / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
times, what is our role as a
Juicy burgers ready to be picked by hungry students and faculty at the Garvey Dining Hall.
university, how should we
be doing this?”
Cheese, ketchup, and mayonnaise
Eggers said that he,
will all alter the numbers of the listed
personally, is not a believer
amount.
in hovering or being overly
Continued from Page 1
A Sodexo order of french fries that
involved.
come with the hamburger is listed at
“I think many of us
240 calories with 16 grams of fat; Mcmajority of students living in the
ZMITTa_WZSI\ÅVLQVO\PI\
Donald’s order of French fries has 230
residence halls using meal plans on a
JM[\Å\WZ\PI\JITIVKMºPM
calories and 11 grams of fat.
daily basis.
said.
While Sodexo’s burgers and fries
Dining Services at SCSU lists
“One thing that we’ve
are slightly higher in calories and
weekly menus on their website for
always striven for and I
grams of fat then the fast food alternastudents to see what is being served
think we’ve done a pretty
tives, they are lower in sodium. A Soeach day.
good job of here, is we
dexo hamburger has 460 milligrams of
All items that are served that day
want students to do what’s
SHUN JIE YONG / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
sodium, while a McDonald’s hamburgIZMTQ[\ML_Q\P[XMKQÅKV]\ZQ\QWVNIK\[
comfortable for them,”
Hybrid sushi is now available in Bulisco said.
er has 520 milligrams. Sodexo French
Students can look up what each food
the food court in the basement of
fries have 35 milligrams of sodium,
item contains, the calorie count, and
Eggers was clear that
)\_WWL <PM [][PQ Q[ [XMKQÅKITTa anything he does at the
while a regular order of McDonald’s
other important information.
designed for Western cosump- counseling center has no
french fries has 160 milligrams.
By looking up the most common
tion.
Another popular item at Garvey is
items for students to eat when dining at
connection to BIT.
the pizza and bread sticks; every day
Garvey, students can compare Sodexo
“There is still complete
tle Caesars has 200 calories, 7 grams
there is a variety of different pizzas,
food with other fast foods.
privacy here. I never bring
of fat, and 340 milligrams of sodium.
bread sticks, and cheese sticks that are
A hamburger and french fries is an
a name to the Behavioral
A slice from Papa John’s has 300
offered.
easy meal to grab and eat in between
Intervention Team. That
calories, 11 grams of fat and 750 milAgain, different toppings and
classes. A Sodexo hamburger is listed
boundary has always and
ligrams of sodium.
sauces will alter the nutrition informaat 300 calories and 16 grams of fat; a
will always be clear,” he
Along with providing nutrition intion slightly, but Sodexo pizzas are
regular hamburger from McDonald’s
said.
average when compared to other pizza formation for all food served in Garvey,
is listed at 250 calories with 9 grams of
Eggers also said there is
the SCSU Dining Services website
restaurants around St. Cloud.
fat, while Burger King’s is 290 calories
no attempt by BIT to seek
also offers advice on making decisions
One slice of cheese pizza from Sowith 12 grams of fat.
out students.
with balanced food groups and portion
dexo has 250 calories, 7 grams of fat,
Of course these numbers change
“Responding to Strugsizes.
and 590 milligrams of sodium.
with the amount of condiments stugling Students,” a brochure
One slice of cheese pizza from Litdents choose to pile on their burger.
X]JTQ[PMLJa\PM7NÅKMWN 
Student Life and Development, is a guide for students, faculty and staff to
illustrate productive ways to
help, or get help to, a student who may be struggling.
The brochure includes
a number of ways in which
a student might show they
IZMPI^QVOLQNÅK]T\aPW_
to respond to a struggling
student, consultation and
referral options, what to do
in an emergency, and additional resources available.
“Responding to Struggling Students” is being
used by Bulisco and Eggers
to help increase awareness
in faculty and staff.
The reception has been
one of support, Bulisco
said, noting he has noticed
over the last year and a half
he has received more emails and more phone calls
relating to helping students,
sometimes just to consult.
“I think generally, as a
society, but also as a community, the St. Cloud State
community, there is greater
awareness. In talking with
SHUN JIE YONG / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
these faculty, or various
Kids dancing Zumba along with the Zumba performer on stage.
dean’s councils, they really
get it, they appreciate that
the University has sought
connect with other SCSU
we’re here,” Eggers said.
to “create and maintain an
students. He made clear
“One of the tenants of
environment that promotes
that the Chicanos here are
the university here is accesContinued from Page 1
cultural understanding
very proud of their heritage sibility. So I think there is
and appreciation for all
and the diversity amongst
a real commitment here at
facilities director, Greg
members of the university
the SCSU campus was
this university to help those
Mejia, and his wife began
community” according to
something to be celebrated. students who may have
preparation at 2 a.m. in
its Multicultural Center’s
Hispanic Heritage
multiple stressors or comorder to make this event a
mission statement. Several
Month from September 15
plexities in life,” he said.
success.
Latin students commented
to October 15 celebrates
“We’ve had some good
Students from Clearview on how friendly the Min“the histories, cultures and
outcomes,” Bulisco said.
Elementary, a Spanish imnesotan community is and
contributions of American
“One of the reasons I like
mersion school, performed
the importance of cultural
citizens whose ancestors
to go to commencement
a musical number which
QVÆ]MVKM[
came from Spain, Mexico,
is that I’ll see students go
was followed by traditional
Rogério Lopéz, an
the Caribbean and Cenacross the stage and I’ll
Hispanic dancers, Gladys
international student at
tral and South America,”
think, wow, you know,
Gutierrez and Joel CaSCSU, explained the many
according to www.hismaybe what we did at
zare, and several speakers
contributions the Hispanic
panicheritagemonth.gov.
some point in that students
including Dr. Gustavo Péna students have had on the
At SCSU, the students of
career, that’s the reason
and Margaret Villanueva,
SCSU community and their Latin, Hispanic, and Chithey’re going across that
professor at SCSU.
JMVMÅ\[I[¹Q\PMTX[)UMZQcano descent help to create
stage.”
In 1995, SCSU students cans to realize a world bea more tolerant and socially
If concern arises for a
demanded
the
creation
of
a
yond
their
borders.”
Origieducated
campus
environstudent
it is important to
SHUN JIE YONG / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
multicultural center within
nally from Mexico, Lopéz is ment where students of all
let anyone in an authority
People line up for food at the Hispanic Heritage Atwood and increased hirIÆ]\Q[\IVLXIZ\QKQXIV\QV
cultures feel welcome and
role aware of the situation,
Celebration held near Lake George Saturday aftering and retention of teachintramural soccer where he
safe.
Bulisco said.
noon.
ers of diversity. Since then,
has had the opportunity to

Sodexo

Heritage
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Cultural resource management archaeology graduate students, Diana Barg and Jennifer Rovanpera, at work in the SCSU archaeology lab.

SCSU archeology: More than stones and bones
Kay Printy
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

When most people hear the term “archaeology”, their thoughts are often drawn towards
\PMXWX]TIZKQVMUI\QKM`XZM[[QWV[WN \PMÅMTL
such as “Indiana Jones” and “Tomb Raider”.
Mark Muñiz, SCSU professor of Anthropology, sheds light on the matter, stating about
archaeology, “to put it simply, is the study of
past human culture.” Archaeologists are conKMZVML_Q\P[\]LaQVO\PMXI[\QVWZLMZ\WÅO]ZM
out where the cultures of today came from and
how they were formed. They are able to do this
by gathering and analyzing material culture,
which can be anything from the remains
of stone tools, pottery, bones and art to the
remnants of architectural structures. Muñiz,
who has taught a total of 14 different classes
at SCSU, is a graduate of the University of
Colorado, Boulder and has been teaching and
conducting research for the school’s anthropology program for six years.
Though SCSU does not offer a degree speKQÅK\WIZKPIMWTWOaNWZ]VLMZOZIL]I\M[\PW[M
who are studying anthropology are taught unLMZ\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\a¼[NW]ZÅMTLIXXZWIKP<PQ[

includes instruction in linguistic anthropology,
bio anthropology, cultural anthropology and
archaeology. In addition to classroom instruction, students are also required to participate
QVMQ\PMZK]T\]ZITÅMTL[KPWWTWZIZKPIMWTWOa
ÅMTL[KPWWT_PMZM\PMaIZMOQ^MV\PMWXXWZ\]nity to gain real-life experience and put those
classroom hours to good use. Led by Professor
Muñiz, this year the program’s archaeology
ÅMTL[KPWWT_QTTJMKWVL]K\MLI\\PM0]L[WV
Meng site in Nebraska, where students will aid
in excavation and research.
For graduate students, the SCSU Anthropology Program offers a master’s degree in
cultural resource management archaeology.
Second year graduate student Diana Barg,
who did her undergraduate work at Western
Washington University, says she chose the program because of the innovative ways in which
it combines learning about legislation, artifact
processes and communities. Barg enjoys “using
\PM[KQMV\QÅKUM\PWL\W\MIKPXMWXTM_WZSQVO
with other communities and getting people
involved”. Another second year graduate
student, Jennifer Rovanpera likes “being able
to look at things in a different light” and being
able to gain a “different perspective on the

world.”
Both students are doing work on two
SCSU managed sites. Rovanpera is working
with Muñiz and three other graduate students
at the Knife Lake site, which is located in the
Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness,
while Barg is doing work at the Hudson-Meng
site in Nebraska. A fairly new program, which
\WWSÆQOP\QVK]T\]ZITZM[W]ZKMUIVIOMment archaeology focuses on preserving past
human cultures.
In addition to courses and dig sites, archaeologists on campus also have their own lab,
which is located in Stewart Hall, the program’s
home base. According to Muñiz, the lab was
NW]VLMLL]ZQVO\PMTI\M!¼[\WMIZTa!¼[
by archaeologist Richard Lane, who used it for
his research. Today the lab is coordinated by
Professor Debra Gold.
Though there is a lack of cracking whips,
high speed chases and bad guys, archaeology
is more than just stones and bones. Archaeologists study the past in order to gain “opportunities to look at human behaviors that contemporary society can’t,” says Muñiz. “A great
diversity of human culture is in the past.”

KAY PRINTY / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

Graduate student Jennifer Rovanpera
meticulously labels stone artifacts in
the SCSU archaeology lab. The samples are part of Rovanpera’s graduate
work at the Knife Lake archaeological
site in Northern Minnesota.

9/11 as seen from a unique perspective
Meg Iserloth
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

<_W;]VLIa[IOWUIZSML\PMaMIZIVVQ^MZ[IZaWN 
the terrorist attacks on the Twin Towers.
On Sept. 11, Hatim Kareem, a member of the Muslim Student Association, organized a dinner at the Newman Catholic Center. The focus of the event was to bring
Christians and Muslims together to share their experiences
and memories since the attacks.
“In the Quran it says, ‘If you want to serve God, serve
P]UIV[ÅZ[\¼º3IZMMUM`XTIQVML4MILQVOJaM`IUXTM
PM\PMVQV^Q\ML\PMO]M[\[\WWJ[MZ^MWVMWN \PMÅ^MLIQTa
Islamic prayers at the Islamic Center of St. Cloud. It was
said to be an honor and a blessing for all who attended.
Over dinner Abubucker Siddique, an SCSU student
from India, spoke about how life in America has been for
him as a Muslim since 9/11. According to Siddique, he

had only experienced racism once - and that was before he
even stepped foot into the country.
“When I went to get approved,” he said, “the man
asked me my name, then asked where I was from, so I
told him. Then he looked at my papers, then back at me,
and asked if I was Muslim. I said yes ... and he denied me
JMKI][MWN UaÅVIVKM[º
0M_MV\WV\WM`XTIQV\PI\PQ[ÅVIVKQIT[Q\]I\QWV_I[
not only acceptable, but the man who denied his papers
hadn’t even reviewed that part of his application.
4]KSQTaNWZ;QLLQY]MWVKMPM_I[ÅVITTaIKKMX\MLQV\W
\PMKW]V\ZaQV7K\WJMZPMNW]VL\PI\)UMZQKIV[
were “very friendly, very accepting people.” In fact, the
UW[\LQNÅK]T\\PQVOIJW]\UW^QVO\W5QVVM[W\I_I[V¼\\PM
people - it was the cold, he said.
After dinner, all 18 guests sat in a circle and shared
\PMQZ\PW]OP\[WV\PMM^MV\\PI\PIXXMVMLaMIZ[IOW
Again, Kareem had something to share, though this time it

_I[IJW]\\PM\MZZWZQ[\[_PWPQRIKSMLIVLÆM_=;XTIVM[
into the Twin Towers.
“A man in Poland recently shot a crowd of people in
the name of God and was called a radical Christian,”
Kareem said. “But to me, a radical Christian is someone
who takes the religion too far. I would call this man an
anti-Christian instead.”
“It’s the same with Muslims,” he explained. “Those
men who attacked the Twin Towers were not radical Muslims, but anti-Muslims.”
“With any religion, there has to be a separation
between extremists and the religion,” Siddique said. “So
when people call terrorists Muslims, it isn’t [accurate]. In
truth, these men weren’t even extremists, because they
weren’t Muslim at all. To me, they were not even human.
Humans don’t kill, animals kill. And animals don’t have a
religion.”
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%XVLQHVV

%LRORJ\WREH6W&ORXGÖVßUVW*/%7RULHQWHGORXQJH
lack of that in St. Cloud.
“We’re going with a couple of differONLINE EDITOR
ent things. During the day and during the
week/lunch time hours we’ll have quieter
Biology 701 is a new lounge and bar
music, it will be more of a lounge type feelin downtown St. Cloud that caters to the
ing, lounge furniture, perhaps some backGLBT and vegetarian community, howground jazz,” Severson explained, “at night
ever, Biology 701 welcomes all.
and on the weekends it will pump up more
Charles Severson, a St. Cloud resident
QV\WILIVKMÆWWZ<PMZM_QTTJMTQOP\[I,2
originally from St. Paul and owner of Bioland we’ll push the furniture away.”
ogy 701, wanted to bring to St. Cloud what
Severson isn’t the only one who thinks
he believes is missing.
St. Cloud is ready for a GLBT establish“Once I moved up here and started
ment.
to get immersed in the community I saw
Lance Pemberton, a senior studying
a real lack of this [GLBT] kind of venue.
political science, is the community adviser
The other thing we found a lack of was
for the LGBTA Pride Living Community
vegetarian food and healthy options. A
on campus at SCSU.
lot of the bars around here, and restau¹1\PQVS;\+TW]LQ[LMÅVQ\MTaZMILaNWZ
rants, are fried food and real heavy stuff,”
a GLBT bar, I think campus is especially
Severson said, “we’re looking to a lighter,
ready,” Pemberton said.
healthier option.”
“We’re on the verge of St. Cloud’s sec<PQ[Q[V¼\;M^MZ[WV¼[ÅZ[\IL^MV\]ZM_Q\P WVLIVV]ITXZQLMUIZKP\PMÅZ[\WVM_I[
owning a GLBT venue.
an overwhelming success. There’s a huge
“I owned a bar in St. Paul called
gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender commu‘Rumors and Innuendo,’ I owned that for
nity, we’ve gotten a lot of support so far,”
about a year and ended up selling out to
Severson said.
my business partner.” Unfortunately for
St. Cloud State held it’s second annual
“Rumors and Innuendo,” the light rail con- )JW^M\PM+TW]L[8ZQLM5IZKPQV2]TaIVL
struction in St. Paul passed right in front of
St. Cloud Pride will be held Sept. 23-25.
the establishment forcing it to close.
Unfortunately Biology 701 will not be
Biology 701 is not strictly a GLBT bar
open for St. Cloud Pride this year, but they
nor strictly a vegetarian restaurant. It will
do plan to open between Oct. 15 and 31.
cater to the GLBT community however,
Their opening date depends a St. Cloud
because Severson feels there is a serious
City Council meeting on Oct. 10 which will
Zak Killermann

determine if they get their license or not.
When it does open, Biology 701 will
offer many food, drink, and entertainment
specials as well as an atmosphere that isn’t
prevalent in other St. Cloud bars.
“The atmosphere we are looking for is
a little bit more of an upscale venue. From
my experience in a lot of bars around here,
and I don’t have any problems with them,
but it’s a little more on the grunge side, not
super clean. We’re looking for more of a
crisp feeling, a little more upscale, more
classy,” Severson said, “basically we want
to just do something completely different.
When our customers walk in the door we
want them to go ‘Wow!’”
Aside from just a different atmosphere,
they will offer different food and drink options.
“The idea we came up with is we’re
going to have a section for carnivores and
a section for herbivores, and a little section
for everyone,” Severson explained, adding
that the price range should fall somewhere
middle.
Biology 701 will be 21-plus at night to
begin with and will offer interesting drink
specials playing off the name of the bar
itself.
Whether St. Cloud is ready or not for a
GLBT lounge/bar, one fact stands according to Pemberton, “it’s exciting to have a
bar where straight people and gay people
will be accepted equally.”

TARA GORMAN / VISUALS EDITOR

Charles Severson explains that it’s
the prime time for St. Cloud to have a
new kind of bar in the area. He plans
on offering vegetarian and vegan food
as well as meat options for those that
want it.

TARA GORMAN / VISUALS EDITOR

Duane Flanagan, owner of Master Carpenter LLC, works on the bar with his foreman, Brad Swanson, at the location of the new bar, Biology 701.

7HFKQRORJ\
3XEOLF6DIHW\ÖVWHFKQRORJLFDOUROHRQFDPSXV
Zak Killermann
ONLINE EDITOR

Our campus may have buildings dating back to 1905,
but when it comes to utilizing technology to keep our students safe SCSU is very modern.
The face of SCSU safety is known as Public Safety. At
ÅZ[\OTIVKMWVMUQOP\\PQVS\PMaIZMWVTa\PMZM\WJ][\
you for illegal parking, but that is far from the truth. Public
Safety is a department on campus devoted to keeping
SCSU as safe as possible.
“The Public Safety Department is open 24 hours per
day. Working to provide the safest environment possible,
]VQNWZUML8]JTQK;INM\a7NÅKMZ[ZM[XWVL\WITT[INM\a[MK]rity or medical requests for assistance,” as stated on www.
stcloudstate.edu/publicsafety/default.asp.
It is obvious that Public Safety cannot be everywhere at
one time. This is where technology steps in to ensure safety.
The Blue-Light System is a series of outdoor phones
and emergency elevator telephones that are monitored
24 hours a day 7 days a week. These phones are located
all around campus and, upon being pressed, directly dial
8]JTQK;INM\a)TTKITT[IZMIV[_MZMLIVLIVWNÅKMZQ[LQ[patched to every call location, every time. After activating a
Blue-Light it is strongly recommended you stay at the Blue4QOP\\MZUQVIT\W\ITS_Q\P\PMWNÅKMZ\PI\_QTTJMLQZMK\Ta
dialed. If they are accidentally pressed it is best to explain
\PQ[\W\PMWNÅKMZI[WXXW[ML\W_ITSQVOI_IaIVLTMI^QVO
them to wonder.
“You are encouraged to use these phones to report safety concerns (suspicious incidents or persons) or to request
services (escort, vehicle “jump start”, elevator assistance)
or information,” states the Public Safety page on www.
stcloudstate.edu/publicsafety/campus_safety/blue_light.
asp#pab1_1.
Chad Derrikson, a sophmore at SCSU, said that
“[He’s] never used a Blue-Light before, but [that’s because
he] always walks with friends at night.”
Derrikson went on to explain, “I feel pretty safe on
campus, but that could be because I am a guy.”
Although Public Safety does it’s best to keep SCSU

safe, sometimes the situation is out of their hands and it
can’t be prevented, in this case it is best to warn as many
[\]LMV\[I[MNÅKQMV\TaI[XW[[QJTM
A second extremely important technology that SCSU
utilizes is known as “Star Alert.” It is cutting edge techVWTWOa_PMVQ\KWUM[\WMUMZOMVKaVW\QÅKI\QWV5QVVMsota Colleges and Universities, MNSCU, runs Star Alert
through a company called Inspiron Logistics, whom runs
similar alert systems for the University of Wisconsin, the
United States Marine Corps and many others.
;\IZ)TMZ\Q[¹INZMM;\+TW]L;\I\MMUMZOMVKaVW\QÅcation system, [which] makes it possible for students and
employees to receive notice – by cell phone and/or e-mail
– of campus-related emergencies that threaten life safety or
severely impact campus operations,” states www.stcloudstate.edu/emergency/staralert.asp.
Many students did not have any idea that Star Alert
even existed. Out of 10 random SCSU students asked,
only 2 knew of and were signed up for Star Alert.
“I’ve never heard of Star Alert before, I think they
should really advertise it better,” said freshman Stephanie
Sanders.
These are just two of the many technologies that SCSU
uses to keep us all safe. Their effectiveness directly correlates with the amount of usage, however it is crucial that all
students know about them.
More information on the services that Public Safety
offers (such as vehicle assistance and escorts) can be found
by calling (320) 308-3333 or visiting www.stcloudstate.edu/
publicsafety/default.asp or scan the QR code with your
smart phone.
For more information and to sign up for Star Alerts
(available for students and employees alike) please visit
www.stcloudstate.edu/emergency/staralert.asp or scan the
QR code with your smart phone.

2=63)1<-70-,1<7:16+01-.

The Blue-Light system can be found all over campus.
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Local news bulletin: September 12-18

Walmart to open new
St. Cloud location
?ITUIZ\Q[XTIVVQVO\WWXMVIVM_[\WZMTWKI\QWVQV\PM
NWZUMZ;IU¼[+T]JJ]QTLQVOQV;\+TW]L<PMVM_J]QTLQVO
_W]TLJMTWKI\MLI\VL;\;W]\P
+Q\aLWK]UMV\[[Ia\PMKWV[\Z]K\QWV_QTTKW[\IJW]\ 
UQTTQWV#\PMIXXTQKI\QWVQ[NWZKWV[\Z]K\QWVWN IVM_J]QTLQVOVW\IZMUWLMTWN \PMWTL;IU¼[+T]JJ]QTLQVO
<PM;\+TW]L8TIVVQVO+WUUQ[[QWV_QTTKWV[QLMZI
request for a permanent utility and roadway easement at
\PMTWKI\QWV
<PMNWZUMZ;\+TW]LTWKI\QWV[WN ?ITUIZ\IVL;IU¼[
+T]JKTW[MLQV;MX\MUJMZ_PMV\PM;IZ\MTTTWKI\QWV[
WN ;]XMZ?ITUIZ\IVL;IU¼[+T]JWXMVMLI\\PM[IUM
time.

Mixed results seen in
math assessment scores

<PM5QVVM[W\I,MXIZ\UMV\WN -L]KI\QWVZMTMI[MLUI\P
and reading assessment results on Wednesday.
;\]LMV\[[PW_MLUQ`MLZM[]T\[QVUI\PI[[M[[UMV\#[\]LMV\[QVOZILM[PW_MLITIZOMQUXZW^UMV\_PQTM[\]LMV\[
QVOZILM[ LQLVW\Y]Q\MUMM\\PMPQOPMZ[\IVLIZL[\PI\
_MZM[M\\PQ[\QUMTI[\aMIZ
+WUUQ[[QWVMZ[JMTQM^M\PM[MZM[]T\[_QTT[M\IJI[MTQVM\W
UMI[]ZMQUXZW^MUMV\QV]XKWUQVOaMIZ[
:MILQVO[KWZM[[PW_MLI[TQOP\QUXZW^UMV\W^MZITT

Man suspected of theft,
burglaries, in custody

)[][XMK\\PI\I]\PWZQ\QM[QVÅ^MKW]V\QM[JMTQM^MQ[KWVVMK\ML\WITIZOMIUW]V\WN \PMN\[[\WTMVKIZ[J]ZOTIZQM[
IVLNZI]L]TIV\JIVSKIZL\ZIV[IK\QWV[PI[JMMVKI]OP\IVL
\ISMVQV\WK][\WLa
41-year-old Jeffrey Sample of Zimmerman was arrested
late last week.
;IUXTMILUQ\\ML\WQV^WT^MUMV\QVUWZM\PIVILWbMV
KI[M[QV;PMZJ]ZVM1[IV\QIVL)VWSI+W]V\QM[#I]\PWZQ\QM[
IT[WJMTQM^MPMPI[KI[MKWVVMK\QWV[QV?ZQOP\IVL5QTTM
4IK[+W]V\QM[
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Monticello Nuclear Power Plant will be under inspection.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
inspecting Monticello Power Plant
<PM=VQ\ML;\I\M[6]KTMIZ:MO]TI\WZa
+WUUQ[[QWVQ[]VLMZOWQVOIVQV[XMK\QWVWN 
\PM5WV\QKMTTWV]KTMIZXW_MZXTIV\
<PMKI][MWN \PM[XMKQITQV[XMK\QWVQ[\PM
JTWKSIOMQVXIZ\WN \PMÅZMXZW\MK\QWV[XZQVSTMZ[a[\MUTWKI\MLW]\[QLM\PMZMIK\WZJ]QTLQVO\PI\_I[LQ[KW^MZMLJaQ@KMT-VMZOa
*W\P\PM6]KTMIZ:MO]TI\WZa+WUUQ[[QWVIVL@KMT-VMZOa[Ia\PMZMQ[VWQUUMLQI\M[INM\aKWVKMZV

@KMTPI[I[[QOVMLI[\INN UMUJMZ\W
UWVQ\WZ\PMQV\ISM[\Z]K\]ZMKWV[\IV\TaIVL
Q[K]ZZMV\Ta][QVOIVIT\MZVI\MTQVMNWZ[XZQVkler system water.
<PMKWUXIVaQ[IT[WKTMIVQVO\PM[XZQVSTMZ[a[\MUXQXQVOIVLM`XMK\[\WPI^M\PM
[a[\MUZM[\WZML\W[MZ^QKMJa\PMMVLWN \PQ[
week.

Students at the College of St.
Benedict protest water bottle ban
<PM5QVVM[W\I+WTTMOM:MX]JTQKIV[WV\PMKIUX][WN ;\*MV[ZM[XWVLML\WIVM_
XWTQKaKPIVOM_Q\PXZW\M[\[WV<]M[LIa
<PM+WTTMOMWN ;\*MVMLQK\JMKIUM\PMÅZ[\5QVVM[W\I[KPWWT\WKZMI\MIVM_[KPWWT
XWTQKa\PI\JIV[\PM[ITMWN JW\\TML_I\MZQV^MVLQVOUIKPQVM[KINM\MZQI[IVL[XWZ\QVO
M^MV\[WVKIUX][
<PMaIT[WQV[\ITTMLVM__I\MZ[\I\QWV[IZW]VLKIUX][NWZ[\]LMV\[\WÅTT]XZM
usable water bottles.
<PM[\]LMV\[XZW\M[\QVO\PMVM_XWTQKaJMTQM^MQ\TQUQ\¼[\PMQZNZMMLWUWN KPWQKM
;KPWWTWNÅKQIT[ZM[XWVLML\PI\\PQ[XWTQKaKPIVOM_I[[\]LMV\LZQ^MV_Q\PIXM\Q\QWV
TI[\NITTPIVLML\W\PMILUQVQ[\ZI\QWV_Q\PIJW]\[\]LMV\[QOVI\]ZM[
;KPWWTWNÅKQIT[IT[WJMTQM^MKPWQKM[IZM[\QTTJMQVOWNNMZMLXWQV\QVOW]\\PMXWTQKaWVTa
JIV[\PM[ITMWN XTI[\QK_I\MZJW\\TM[WVKIUX][
<PM+WTTMOMWN ;\*MVMLQK\Q[VW\\PMWVTaKIUX][\WQV\ZWL]KM\PQ[XWTQKa#MIZTQMZ\PQ[
aMIZ5IKITI[\MZ+WTTMOMIT[WJIVVML\PM[MTTQVOWN JW\\TML_I\MZWV\PMQZKIUX][
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:M[QLMVKM0ITT[
?QKS;KQMVKM*]QTLQVO
-L]KI\QWV*]QTLQVO
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)LUQVQ[\ZI\Q^M;MZ^QKM[*]QTLQVO
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)UMZQKIV1VLQIV+MV\MZ
0ITMVJMKS0ITT
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51 Building
?MTKWUM+MV\MZ
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Social network sites
can ruin careers

Jason Tham
OPINIONS EDITOR

Have an opinion?
Send a letter to the
editor.
Web
www.universitychronicle.net
Email
opinions@universitychronicle.net
Mail
13 Stewart Hall, SCSU, St. Cloud,
MN 56301

To be rude is to be offensively impolite or ill-mannered.
Rudeness is not uncommon in every day life, but it is
certainly not needed.
Do you enjoy having people be rude to you? I do not,
and I imagine you do not either, so what is the point of being rude to others when you can control it?
Whether it is simply holding your tongue when you have
something that is not nice to say, or perhaps giving someone
a moment of your time instead of ignoring them, there are
many ways we can all work to not be rude.

Zak Killerman
Online Editor

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
1ZMKMV\TaXQKSML]X\PM+PZWVQKTMWVKIUX][_PQTM1_I[_IQ\QVO\WÅVQ[PUaZM[XMK\
and responsibility “course” for new students at St. Cloud State University. While I was
reading your article I felt you were “bashing” your own age group. I say you’re age group
because I’m a non-traditional student who is returning to his studies after almost 10 years
away from a class room.
I have seen this lack of motivation before in students and college age kids during
my last 10 years as a restaurant employee for the Abuelo’s concept both in Arizona and
throughout the U.S. in my roll as a corporate trainer.
After some thought and re-reading your piece I changed my opinion from you “bashing” your age group, to “stating the obvious.” College age kids often are often required to
get a job anywhere they can to satisfy their parents demands in order to keep allowances
coming in. This would explain why they don’t initially care what quality of work they
deliver as long as they can prove employment. Those that need the money are often more
responsible in their work habits, but not always. Most I have worked with will justify skipping work to attend a concert or gathering if that is what they truly had their sights set on,
thinking they can justify their behavior when confronted.
As to the aspect of doing quantity over quality, I can understand your gripes, but it is
human nature I believe to get things done as easily as possible. I know this isn’t the best
answer but I remember a physics professor I once had explaining that electrons will go
with the path of least resistance, much like us, his students.
What you have learned and what your fellow peers must learn is it is always important
to do a good job and always be accountable. You seem to already be ahead of the curve.
What I would like for you to try and import on your peers is something that you might
not have thought of. I understand as a student fast food or restaurant jobs seem easily
attainable but sooner or later you will graduate and enter the “real world.” One of the
things that employers look at is how many jobs you’ve had, or rather more importantly,
how long you have been with your previous employers. This is where I put the most
emphasis on when interviewing potential hires, from bus boys to managers and everything
in-between.
AW][MMU\WPI^MQ\ÅO]ZMLW]\VW_aW]VMML\WQUXWZ\\PQ[QVNWZUI\QWVWV\WaW]Z
peers. They won’t listen to what a guest presenter on career day has to say much less me,
a non-traditional student with 32 years of age. You need to think of ways to motivate your
peers by whatever means possible, you have a voice in the Chronicle and you probably
have one as well in your current job.
You might not realize it but the success you have will only inspire others to attain what
you already have. Best of luck and I hope to write for the Chronicle one of these days, just
like you.
Sincerely,
Martin McCue
SCSU Student

Comic Relief

You may have heard this a billion and
one times: “Do not put anything silly on
your social networking pages.”
Yet, your friends tag you in their party
pictures, planking-on-the-street captures,
pajamas night out photos, and the like.
Thanks to Facebook’s improved feature,
you can choose to approve all postings and
photo-taggings that your friends decide to
have you included.
But that is helpful only if you are not
posting those photos yourself.
The whole idea of social media has
made its users’ life transparent. You no longer need to ask someone about their social
life, you can check them out on your own
via their pages.
You can predict where your friends will
end up on a Thursday night. Vice versa,
your friends (and even those not-reallyfriends) can tell how bad you did on a test
– because you made it all available to the
public.
Personal credentials are hence jeopardized.
Nonetheless, many users are still struggling between using social media as means
of socialization and self-representation.
My question is, which one of the above
can get you a job and secure your income?
I am sure you know the answer.
Think of social sites like Facebook,
Twitter and LinkedIn as your visual resume, a resume that’s well and alive – it is
updated every hour, every day, every week.
The best thing is – your potential employer
is going to take that account into serious
consideration when it comes down to the
hiring decision.
0MVKMKWV\IUQVI\QVOaW]ZXZWÅTM[_Q\P
dirty photos, status shout-outs and comments isn’t going to do you any good.
First, for those who are looking for employment, you are putting yourself at risk
of being pre-judged when you are on any
kind of job application. Many employers
I have worked with have revealed they do
check their potential employees’ background via their social accounts.
These employers want to make sure the

person they are hiring has a presentable
personality. Especially for more prestigious
positions, like a manager or customer
service, the employers are harsher on their
applicants.
This is not a cliché. I have seen cases
where someone was rejected for a position
because of his or her social networking site
activities. Like mum said, “These things are
happening, they are real.”
For those who are already working, you
are putting yourself on a high risk for layoff. When you are employed at a company,
you become a part of the company’s representative. What you say or do – online or
WNÆQVM·ZMÆMK\[\PMKWUXIVa¼[XPQTW[WXPa
An ex-employer of mine revealed the
“truth” that he will check out a potential
hire’s social networking background, which
will allow him to see a better picture of this
person.
So, the reality is that we cannot control
what our employer is going to do with our
social networking life, yet we can choose
\WMQ\PMZÅT\MZ\PMUW]\_PQKPQ[VW\I
hundred percent safe) or keep our personal
pages clean from any deceptive pollution.
<PMÆQX[QLM\W\PQ[Q[[]MQ[\PI\aW]KIV
almost manipulate your pages such to present a professional side of yourself.
Think about it: if your potential employer (or should I say, ‘When your potential employer…’) is to check on you, your
XZWÅTMKIV[MZ^M\WZMQVNWZKM\PW[MXW[Qtive characteristics that you listed on your
resume.
With that being said, start mingling
around people of higher intellect, following
XMWXTMWN QVÆ]MVKM[]KPI[/WWOTM+-7
and some other social media specialists,
WZ_PWM^MZQ[XWX]TIZ_Q\PQVaW]ZÅMTLWN 
study) on Twitter and Google+, and dodging any silly comments you’d make on your
friends’ last-night photos.

Worth 100 Words

Smoking at State, not anymore
Jeremy Beck
COLUMNIST

So, I am even keeled in most respects.
If I am to “treat others as I would like to be
treated” I would leave other people alone
in most cases. Freedom of religion doesn’t
bother me; freedom of speech is likewise
something I wouldn’t think anything of.
My father said it best in regards to
things we don’t agree with, “If you don’t
hurt people, don’t bother other people and
keep your opinions to yourself, we won’t
have problems.” Depending on his mood,
tirades would ensue, but I digress. Leave
me alone, and we won’t have problems. Is
that too much to ask?

Apparently, yes, it is too much to ask of
others. So, here is something I am tired of
hearing about. I realize it might be a bit
hypocritical, but I hope that others may
share in my dread. The anti-smoking ban
has become blight to my ears. Complainers on the corners and overly smug (insert
choice phrase here) both need to shut the
ÆIXIJW]\Q\
Here is my take.
Smoking is bad, but legal. Secondhand
smoke is bad, but inevitable.
Even doctors say that “there is considerable evidence that large numbers of
people who do not smoke are exposed
\WIJ[WZJMLIVLUM\IJWTQbML[QOVQÅKIV\
amounts of secondhand smoke” meaning,

secondhand smoke is actually happening.
There is no sugar coating it. Smoking is
bad.
Now, in order for people to shut up
about it, I don’t have a problem with
people smoking, but the campus does and
they are not going to change their position
on this matter.
To the people who are smugly “tsk-tsking” the rest of the smokers, show a little
respect. Nicotine is a drug and it is addictive. The people who say things like “I am
addicted to Facebook” need to wake up,
shut up and step up to their friends and colleagues with a solution.
“Why can’t you just quit?” Well, a
quick Google search found a good source.

“Nicotine withdrawal creates anxiety, irritability, headache, hunger, and a craving for
cigarettes” and “… There are still around
50 million Americans who smoke. Most say
they would like to quit.”
Now, this is an opinion. I have provided
quite a few of them. Really though, I just
want to stop hearing the constant old arguments.
If you have new ones, great! I welcome
the debate. I don’t give them up easily, but I
hate debating old issues. “Dead horses need
no beating.”
Trust me, this horse is really dead and
the smell is terrible.
Maybe that’s just the secondhand
though.
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UPCOMING
EVENTS
Slavery in the
Upper Mississippi
Valley Author
Conversation at
Atwood Memorial
Center, SCSU,
Tuesday at 11 a.m.
JUN-KAI TEOH / EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

4IbMZ,Q[S8IZ\a;M`PI[XMZNWZUMLI\^IZQW][XTIKM[IVLIZMSVW_VNWZ\PMQZU][QKIVL\PMQZ]VQY]M;\WZU\ZWWXMZPMTUM\[

Lazerdisk Party Sex mixes up D.B. Searles
Karina Kern
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Dressed up in business suits with
Stormtrooper helmets from Star Wars,
Lazerdisk Party Sex is nearing the end
of their “Midwest Back to School”
tour and performed at D.B. Searles in
downtown St. Cloud Friday night.
Lazerdisk Party Sex is an electronic Disc Jockey (DJ)/Production
collaboration by Chad Bechard and
Zack Johnson based out of Burlington,
Vermont. Separately, these two musicians worked many years on their own
until teaming up in April of 2010.
Johnson used to co-own and operate a DJ music and production school
where Berchard eventually found
himself interning. The duo then got
a chance to open up for Master Craft

at the University of Vermont. They
decided to join sets together because
\PMZM_MZMÅ^MW\PMZ,2[XMZNWZUQVO
and they wanted to stand out from the
rest.
“Lets try something, something
different, unique and fun, so we tried
putting our acts together and having
four turn tables going and mixing at
the same time, and that’s pretty much
where it started,” Johnson said.
Both of the members of Lazerdisk
Party Sex grew up listening to hip-hop.
“We both grew up listening to hiphop and many small sub genres like
disco, electronic, dub step, and eclectic
sets,” Johnson said.
2WPV[WV_I[ÅZ[\QV\ZWL]KML\W\PQ[
music style by his brother.
“I grew up listening to my
brother’s music, and I always wanted

to be able to make that scratch noise
that the music made when it would
switch. Then I would take my mom’s
old cassettes and try to make that
noise, and it probably sounded bad
to anyone else, but I thought it was so
cool because I was able to make that
noise,” Johnson said.
Johnson has been a DJ for about
12 years and said he loves being able
to dance along with the music they
make.
*MKPIZL_I[ÅZ[\QV\ZQO]ML_Q\P
U][QKXZWL]K\QWV[Ja\PMÅZ[\KWVKMZ\
he ever went to.
“My mom took me go to a Jurassic
5 concert when I was like 12 or 13
years old with my girlfriend at the
time, and we were all psyched, and
\PI\_I[\PMÅZ[\,21M^MZ[I_IVL
I was like ‘wow, I have to do this,’”

Bechard said.
Bechard has been a DJ for about
seven years now. His favorite part
of performing is when people in the
crowd know the mixes they have
made. He also enjoys wearing the
helmets to keep an interesting relationship with the crowd.
“The helmets came about randomly because our sets were so short,
and we wanted to stand out as DJs.
People would start to turn around and
notice us more when we were dressed
up,” Bechard said.
The disk jockey duo performed
on Friday night and kept the audience
dancing until 2 a.m.
“The Lazerdisk Party Sex: Midwest Back to School Tour” will have
their last show in Minneapolis on
Saturday night.

The Pioneer Place reinvents ‘Tommy’
Kristian Helgeson
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Pioneer Place on Fifth is hosting a
historically great musical for the next three
weeks; “The Who’s Tommy”. Directed by
Zach Curtis and musically directed by Jake
Endres, it is a truly amazing show.
The original production of “The Who’s
Tommy,” was performed live on stage by
The Who in 1969. After they performed it
\PMÅZ[\\QUM\PMa\WWSQ\WV\W]ZIKZW[[\PM
world. It was not a musical so much as a
concert by The Who, but that was changed
in 1993 when Pete Townshend re-envisioned it and turned it into a world famous
Broadway rock opera that was nominated
for 11 Tony Awards.
The show premiering at Pioneer Place
has few changes from Townshend’s version.
This production was performed in Bemidji
\_WaMIZ[IOW_Q\PWVTaWVMUWLQÅKI\QWV
“We had to remove the F word when we
were in Bemidji,” said Curtis.
“We started rehearsal for this show on
August 21, it only took three weeks,” said
Ryan Parker Knox, who played Tommy.
From the audience’s reaction to the rock
WXMZI\PMaLQLI\MZZQÅKRWJ<PQ[Q[XIZtially due to the fact that of the 17 onstage
actors, eight of them have performed it together before. These eight include; Curtis,
Knox, and Katherine Tieben, who played
Mrs. Walker.
This rock opera has an amazing plot
with a cast that is more than excited to be a
part of this historically amazing show, and
\PMaLMÅVQ\MTaSMMX\PI\\ZILQ\QWVOWQVO

<PZW]OP^MZa[\ZWVOIVLMUW\QWVITTaÅTTML
TaZQK[\PMU][QKÅTT[\PMZWWUIVLSMMX[
the attention of everyone in the audience.
The music featured included “Pinball
Wizard,” which is what the story is partially
based around. The theater was packed with
people, it was almost a sold out show.
A major wow factor for the audience
was the complicated three-tiered set, which
was designed by Justin Hooper, built on the
spot from scratch, and took eight days to
put up.
There are hidden compartments for
lights, a bed, a couch, a pinball machine,
and much more. The set was built well
enough to be a versatile tool for the cast. It
was used for a wide range of backgrounds
from a war plane, to a building, to a stage
for the famous Pinball Wizard.
Part of the top tier was reserved for the
[M^MVXMZ[WVJIVL_PWÅTTML\PMZWWU_Q\P
impressive music. The set is so tall that part
of the drum set almost touches the ceiling.
The band includes guitars, keyboards, a
French horn, a bass, and drums. All of this
creates an awesome rock opera.
For the next three weeks “The Who’s
Tommy” will be playing at the Pioneer
Place. I highly recommend this play to
any Who fan. And Dan Barth, owner of
Pioneer Place, has sweetened the deal for
SCSU students. He said, “For the next two
Wednesday shows all students only pay half
their age to see “The Who’s Tommy.” To
see the playing dates, go to their website
CHEN CHEN / ASST. VISUALS EDITOR
XXÅ^MKWUWZ[\WXQVIVLKPMKSQ\W]\
Paul
Reyburn
enters
the stage in an extravagant
sometime.
W]\Å\I[<WUUa¼[=VKTM-ZVQMQV\PMXMZNWZUIVKM
WN »<PM?PW¼[<WUUa¼

Spoken4 Quartet
at The Paramount
Tuesday at 1:30
p.m. and 7 p.m.
Blizzardshack
at Atwood Mall,
SCSU, Thursday at
6:30 p.m.
Veranda Variety
Hour at The
Pioneer Place,
Thursday-Friday at
10:30 p.m.
Kutumba
Instrumental
Ensemble at
Ritsche Auditorium,
SCSU, Friday at 6
p.m.
Atwood After
Dark at SCSU,
Friday at 9 p.m.
‘Tommy’ at The
Pioneer Place,
Wednesday-Sunday
at 7:30 p.m.
The Red Carpet
Hosts Luner Funk
Theory, Sept. 23,
3ODQHW+LßSept.
24, and '-Sept.
25.
Current Exhibit
at 912 Regency:
Russell Sharon,
from Sept.1-30.

Current Exhibit
at Atwood
Gallery: Bradford
Kissell–Alternate
Angles, Sept. 19Oct. 27.

CHEN CHEN / ASST. VISUALS EDITOR
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Kutumba
to perform
in Ritsche
Sydney Thompson
STAFF WRITER

Kutumba, an instrumental
band from Nepal, is coming
to SCSU on Friday, Sept. 23,
NZWU!XUI\:Q\[KPM)]ditorium. The event is going
to be hosted by the Nepalese
Student Association.
Abhash Shrestha said
the organizer of the band
contacted them and wanted to
perform at SCSU because the
university has one of the biggest Nepalese student communities in the United States.
Shrestha is a member of
the Nepal Student Association and the main contact for
the band. He chose Ritsche
Auditorium as the venue because he said Ritsche has good
acoustics.
“The band is totally musical with no vocalists. They will
give a hint of the authentic
Nepalese music. The band is
becoming very popular and
we are trying to promote them
in the rest of the world. They
use different instruments, and
they blend the music together,”
Sumati Tuladhar, one of the
performing coordinators for
Nepalese Student Association,
said.
The word “Kutumba” in
Nepalese means “a unique
bond amongst community
members.” The band is about
bringing together traditional
folk tunes with new and improvised sounds and ideas by only
playing instruments. They are
a harmony of traditional roots,
cultures and new sounds.
“Nepal is a small country
between India and China,
but it is an incredibly diverse
country with over 100 different
ethnic groups, and they have
lost many of their traditions
due to Western and Indian
U][QKQVÆ]MVKM[º[IQL;PQ[QZ
Khanal, executive director of
Sarvodaya. “Kutumba goes to
different communities in Nepal
to learn from their music, and
then they popularize that music with the purpose of bringing out traditional music.”

;IZ^WLIaIIVWVXZWÅ\
organization, arranged for
a concert tour in the United
States. The main objective
for the concert tour is to raise
funds for a school building and
education projects in Nepal.
Kutumba wishes to spread
love and joy of Nepalese folk
music throughout the world.
They compose all of their
own music, and they perform
popular music. Kutumba will
be touring with the theme of
“Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam,”
a Sanskrit adage which means
“Whole World: One Family.”
The ensemble of six
musicians from Kathmandu –
Arun Manandhar on tungna
and arbajo, Kiran Nepali on
sarangi, Pavit Maharjan and
Raju Maharjan on percussion,
Rubin Kumar Shrestha on
Æ]\MIVL;QLLPIZ\PI5IPIrjan on effects – left Nepal for
the United States on Sept. 12.
“We reach out to crowds
that have never heard of these
instruments,” said Maharjan,
a percussionist in Kutumba.
“The United States is a very
new crowd, and we are here to
introduce music and talk about
Nepal, and how it’s cool to
play these instruments.”
Performing in the United
States will be their fourth in\MZVI\QWVIT\W]ZJ]\\PMQZÅZ[\
time touring in the U.S. They
have already performed in
India, Bangladesh, and France.
“Performing is like an
adventure because we never
know how people are going to
react to this kind of music,”
Maharjan added.
Their touring locations
in the U.S. are in Wisconsin,
Chicago, Iowa, Indiana, New
York, Pennsylvania and Washington, D.C.
Nepal Student Association
expects the event to be about
two hours long with around
300 students at the event.
Tickets cost $8 for SCSU students and $12 for non-SCSU
students and adults. They
will be selling tickets starting
5WVLIa;MX\!I\IUQV
Atwood.

PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.LIVING.COM.NP

Kutumba, an instrumental band from Nepal, will be
performing at SCSU on Friday, Sept. 23, from 6-9 p.m.
in Ritsche Auditorium.
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With songs from an iPad backing him up, Rex Veeder read a collection of poems at the Spoken Word Poetry
Brawl Friday evening in the Meeting Grounds Coffee Shop.

Spoken Word Poetry Brawl adds
dimension to performance poetry
Nicholas Lontz

be performed.
Several readings were
even done with some form
A new event was
of music in the background.
introduced to the St. Cloud At the Meeting Grounds,
Art Crawl this Friday night. Rex read a few of his
The Spoken Word Poetry
original poems while
Bawl, which consisted of
playing blues melodies
performances from four
from an iPad. Later, at the
local artists, premiered at
Veranda Lounge, the poets
the Meeting Grounds and
took turns reading with a
moved to the Veranda
harmonica accompanist.
Lounge later in the evening.
The idea for the Poetry
Performers included
Brawl came to Rex a
Justin Michael, the
couple of years ago while
executive director of the
he was working on a blues
St. Cloud University Green musical with a friend. Ever
Band, Jeff Carmack, a
since then, he has been
reporter for KVSC, Debra
looking at how to blend
Leigh, a professor at SCSU, music and poetry as well
and Rex Veeder, a professor as how to alter mood and
at SCSU as well as the
consciousness. According to
event’s organizer.
Rex, “spoken word poetry
Rex made sure to
adds a dimension we’ve
specify that a Poetry
forgotten about in dealing
Brawl is different from a
with poetry and the arts.”
typical poetry reading. He
The Brawl itself was
described the type of poetry reminiscent of the Beat
being done at the Brawl
movement, and even
as “performance poetry”,
included a reading of
XWM\Za_ZQ\\MV[XMKQÅKITTa\W some of Jack Kerouac’s
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

“American Haiku’s.” Those
who have never heard of
William S. Burroughs or
Allen Ginsberg shouldn’t be
discouraged from going to a
Brawl, however.
“The whole point
of having a Brawl in
different venues is to make
poetry more accessible
to people,” said Debra
Leigh. “We want to do it
in places where people feel
comfortable.”
And those in attendance
can expect more than just
poetry. Friday night’s Brawl
also featured a cappella
singing and a speech on
racism.
“It’s a chill atmosphere
and it really expands your
mind,” Gina Raikowski, a
recent graduate of the St.
Cloud technical college,
said of the Brawl. “It’s
relaxing but stimulating.”
Rex is hoping others will
share Gina’s sentiments.
“I see the Brawl as an
opportunity to start a

tradition,” he said. “It was
a good turn out. People
don’t usually come down
for these things so I feel
like we sparked an interest
in spoken word poetry.”
He has his sights set on
expanding for the next
Brawl, which would take
place during the next Art
Crawl.
Next time we hope to
have a big ol’ lineup of
people waiting to read their
poems,” he said. “We want
to get musicians involved,
drummers and bass players.
. . . We’ve got to get busy
and rally St. Cloud.”
If circumstances are
right, Rex may succeed
with his goal of igniting St.
Cloud’s interest in poetry.
“We were excited to do
it,” Dan Barth, the owner
of the Veranda Lounge,
said of the Brawl. “If
there’s a demand for it,
we’d love to keep on doing
it.”

World Apart Promotions to make changes in local music culture
Lauren Willms
COPY EDITOR

World Apart Promotions is a company that works
throughout the Midwest to promote musical and artistic
diversity. They are trying to achieve a “cultural revolution”
in the Midwest area.
The company is involved with booking bands, organizing music festivals, and organizing special, art-related
events. They hope to achieve cultural exposure through
events such as art crawls and live music.
They work throughout Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and South Dakota. World Apart Promotions recently
started working with St. Cloud’s Red Carpet Nightclub.
Rick Gaetz, owner of the Red Carpet, stated that World
Apart Promotions will be helping the Red Carpet book
music for Thursday nights.
<PMaIZMIT[WQV^WT^ML_Q\PVWVXZWÅ\WZOIVQbI\QWV[
as well as local promotional companies to connect people
through artistic and musical expression.
“I’d like to see St. Cloud as a cultural hub. It is such a
great location for that. We have a great college scene, community scene ... everybody is willing to make some progressive changes,” said Nathan Pingry, booking and promotions director for World Apart Promotions.
World Apart Promotions is mainly interested in introducing new music to young people that isn’t commonly

heard on the radio.
They do this by promoting local artists and upcoming
musicians “stuff that reaches people on a cultural, spiritual
level,” said Rico Lindquist, art and promotions director for
World Apart Promotions.
An important component of what the company does is
assisting in the growth of musicians in the area. “The other
thing we want to start is farming local talent ... we are
starting to push them into our scene,” Pingry said.
Another goal the company has is to expose students
and community members to cultures they may not have
been previously exposed to through events and shows that
embody those cultures. This is provided through new, original music, as well as art and poetry demonstrations.
They hope to achieve a “snowball effect” with events
and festivals like these, to increase cultural awareness
throughout student bodies, as well as community members
in the Midwest.
World Apart Promotions played a part an 18-plus night
at the Red Carpet Nightclub.
They wanted to hold 18-plus nights because it “brings
focus onto music rather than binge drinking,” Lindquist
said.
World Apart Promotions wants to able to expose new,
original, local music to young people, without alcohol being a factor.
<PMÅZ[\ XT][VQOP\_I[PMTL;I\]ZLIa;MX\!<PMa

hope to continue these special nights often.
Gaetz agreed to the 18-plus night last Saturday, but is
[\QTTLMKQLQVO_PM\PMZ[]KPIVQOP\_QTTJMJMVMÅKQIT\W[ITM[
and attraction.
“We’ll probably have something in the future … it’s
happened in the past, it just won’t be a week to week
thing,” Gaetz said.
World Apart Promotions is beginning work with the
downtown council, and they hope to launch more popular
events in the spring. They are also planning on distributing
a free, local publication that contains literature, artwork,
mixed media, a music calendar, as well as community
contributions. They can also be reached online at www.
facebook.com/worldapartpromo.
“Part of what we want to do is push our culture out,
rather than just absorbing other cultures,” Pingry said.

“I
’d like to see St. Cloud as a cultural
hub. It is such a great location for
that. We have a great college scene,
and community scene.”

Nathan Pingry
Booking and Promotions Director
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Willicey Tynes pushes realism boundaries
6IÅ[W6IPIL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Willicey Tynes, a local
St. Cloud artist and activist,
displays his passion for art
and realism throughout the
community.
“Art is an extensive world
within itself,” Tynes said.
Originally from the
Bahamas, Tynes encompasses his background with
realism in order to create a
more viable and powerful
work of art. According to
Tynes, he is always seeking to challenge himself
and break boundaries, not
only within himself but his
viewers as well. Tynes likes
to experiment with all kinds
of art but his specialty is
in painting and sculpting
mainly through live sittings
and photographs.
“I try to capture things
as it is or freeze them in time
in which the viewer gets the
opportunity to appreciate
some of the simple things
in life,” Tynes said. Tynes

also said that he tries to seize
the essence of emotion and
personality of him and the
human forms that encompass his art.
“Impress yourself and
maybe you will impress your
viewers,” Tynes said. Tynes
constantly makes an effort to
really try to out-do himself.
Every painting and every
sculpture Tynes does is
something even greater and
even more powerful than the
last. His creativity reaches
new bounds every day and
that is why his art is a huge
factor in the St. Cloud community.
Tynes has always seen
the true beauty of art even
QVOZILM[KPWWT0Q[ÅN\P
grade teacher was instrumental and enthusiastic in
his love for art. It was her
encouragement that fostered
Tynes’ desire to explore
creativity in his mind. His
art work derives from his
upbringing in the Bahamas
and he brings a little of his
Bahamian culture to St.

Cloud. Tynes usually likes
to do live portraits of people
he knows personally in order
to convey their personality.
“I really try to bring
the essence and honesty of
the people,” Tynes said. If
Tynes does not know his art
then his viewers won’t know
either. Therefore, a connection develops through Tynes
and his art and his general
audience and that is socially
important to occur.
Tynes, a current board
member of the Paramount
and president of the Central
Minnesota Artist Guild has
had a tremendous role of
arts in St. Cloud. “Willicey
has become a wonderful
resource for our community
and is an immensely talented artist,” stated Melissa
Gohman, the visual arts
director at the Paramount
and friend of Tynes. Tynes
serves as an example of
a true artist in form. Not
only is Tynes a great artist
but he has proven himself
to be a great role model as

well. His skills are utilized
all around the community
from jurying in the recent
Art Crawl show to teaching
in St. Cloud schools.
“His sense of realism is
just so far beyond than the
most of artist you see now,”
stated Melissa Gohman.
Tynes’ method of realism
and life constantly proves to
charm the St. Cloud public.
“If someone were to ask
who are some of the more
QVÆ]MV\QITIZ\Q[\[QV\PMKWUmunity where you live hopefully my name will come up
because they have seen me
around quite a bit,” Tynes
said. As Tynes continues to
revamp the world of art in
St. Cloud the more power
he has to create creativity in
the people of St. Cloud, and
hopefully one day we can
all join him in the extensive
world of art in which he
lives.
For more information,
view his website at www.
tynesart.com

PHOTO COURTESY OF TYNESART.COM
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‘Dead Island’ infects role-playing fans
Zak Killermann
GAME REVIEW

Looking for an island vacation adventure this winter? “Dead Island” is just for
you!
“Dead Island”, developed by Techland
IVLX]JTQ[PMLJa,MMX;QT^MZQ[IÅZ[\
person horror action adventure game for
Microsoft Windows, Xbox 360 and Playstation 3.
Originally announced at E3 2006, but
unfortunately pushed back until 2011,
¹,MIL1[TIVLº_I[ÅVITTaZMTMI[MLWV;MX\
6, 2011, and has received a general rating
of around 8 out of 10 from various game
reviews.
One main thing that sets “Dead Island”
apart from the rest of the horde is its
emphasis on melee combat, melee weapon
and vehicular customization and vehicular
combat.
“Dead Island” brings to the table
exactly what you would expect and more.
<PMOIUM\ISM[XTIKMWVIÅK\QWVITQ[TIVL
known as Banoi, located off the coast of
Papua New Guinea. The outdoor scenery
of the island is nothing short of beautiful,
however the indoor design and graphics
can be a little mundane.
Like most zombie games, the four main
characters in “Dead Island” are immune to
whatever virus has caused this zombie outbreak. It is a good thing they are because
let’s be honest, what fun would it be if you

OW\QVNMK\MLWZLQMLNZWU\PMÅZ[\bWUJQM
bite you sustained?
Fans of role-playing games, as well as
ÅZ[\XMZ[WV[PWW\MZOIUM[_QTTJMXTMI[IV\ly infected when they delve into the world
of “Dead Island”. Borrowing off the things
that make other games great, “Dead Island” is able to pull the best of a few genres
together to give the player a frighteningly
realistic zombie outbreak experience.
=[MWN \PMÆI[PTQOP\IXZM\\aLQUÆI[Plight at that) is encouraged and necessary
in dark rooms as well as night time. Players have to balance stamina with attacks
making sure not to exhaust their character
while in the middle of a horde of zombies.
Killing zombies leads to XP (experience
points) which leads to leveling up (honestly
who doesn’t like to level up?). Keep in mind
the game has many more great characteristics, these were just a few of my favorite.
Each of the four characters offers the
option to specialize in a different type of
weapon, as well as the option to specialize
QVOZW]XJMVMÅ\QVO[SQTT[NWZWVTQVMU]T\Qplayer.
Unfortunately the game does not offer
split screen co-op, which is a disappointment if you don’t have access to an online
gaming network such as Xbox Live or
Playstation Network.
The game is roughly linear but heavily
open world based. You can wander around
all you like slaying zombie after zombie
while gaining experience points, but if you

PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.DEADISLANDGAME.NET

)VM_\_Q[\WV\PMbWUJQMIXWKWTaX[M»,MIL1[TIVL¼WNNMZ[_MIXWV[XMKQITQbI\QWVNWZITTWN Q\[NW]ZUIQVKPIZIK\MZ[

want to unlock new areas you will have to
complete quests and progress in the plot
line.
“Dead Island” does suffer from some
minor glitches and bugs, but developers are
_WZSQVO\WÅ`\PMXZWJTMU[\PI\PI^MIZQ[MV
within the game.
Glitches and bugs in the programming

aside, “Dead Island” will captivate you
for more hours than any full-time college
student has free.
The cost of “Dead Island” is $50 for
Xbox 360 and Playstation 3, or you can
pick it up for $40 for the PC. Steam also
offers a digital copy of the game for $50,
which saves you a trip to the store.

RATING:

‘Terra Nova’ is amusing, not spectacular
Jun-Kai Teoh
TV SHOW REVIEW

Imagine “Dinotopia” meets “Avatar” with a slight “Lost” spin
to it. That seems to be the feel that upcoming TV series “Terra
Nova” aims to deliver.
And just to make things clear, we’re talking about the James
Cameron “Avatar,” not the abysmally bad M. Night Shyamalan’s
disaster of a movie.
The premise of “Terra Nova” is fairly straightforward. In the
future, mankind has overpopulated the planet and polluted it to
the extent where humans have to use a breathing apparatus most
of the time, and population laws limit families to two children per
household.
In this bleak future, mankind found a “time crack” that
allows people to travel back in time to prehistoric Earth, but in
an alternate time – so as to not bring down the wrath of the but\MZÆaMNNMK\
Much like “Avatar” we have a somewhat military compound
with a rough-around-the-edges commander running it. This
compound, aptly named “Terra Nova,” serves as the testing
grounds for a new beginning to civilization.
And much like “Dinotopia,” the show does not spare the use
of dinosaurs at all. They don’t, however, speak or communicate
psychically in anyway.
Or at least not in the pilot of the show.
Love it or hate it, but Steven Spielberg is indeed involved in
the show as the executive producer.
And it’s obvious, too. Without giving spoilers away, the show
does have a slight “Jurassic Park” feel to it, but in a good way. It
doesn’t feel too forced either. The show inevitably, with its premise, asks viewers to suspend logic, but they make it fairly easy and
enjoyable to do so.

PHOTO COURTESY OF I09.COM

»<MZZI6W^I¼JZQVO[\PMLQVW[I]ZXZMUQ[M\WTQNMIVLMV\MZ\IQVQVOJ]\Q[VW\PQVO[XMK\IK]TIZ<PM[PW_
_QTTJMZMTMI[ML\PQ[KWUQVO5WVLIa;MX\
Amusingly, the show takes place in the far future, but somehow in the distant past at the same time as well. Perhaps a nod
and wink to another successful franchise many people love.
The pilot moves the plot of the show quickly without feeling too rushed, and so far doesn’t take itself too seriously that it
might turn off casual viewers either. It’s intense, it’s rather engaging, and for a show that tries to redo a somewhat tired “dinosaur”
premise, it’s actually fairly good.
But be forewarned, viewers that do not enjoy a somewhat
heavy special effects laden show might not want to watch this TV
series. While it’s not as computer graphics (CG) dependent as the

RATING:

show “Sanctuary,” it still deals with, well, dinosaurs.
And as much as they try to make it entertaining and easy on
the illogical parts of the show, it’s really a show where it asks the
viewers to leave analysis by the door beside their shoes.
The pilot is entertaining, but it’s nothing spectacular so far.
Then again, few shows are wonderful and mind-blowing from the
get-go either.
Will this TV show take-off ? It’s hard to say with the way TV
series’ are picked up and dropped off these days. But when it
comes out on Sept. 26 (Monday), it might be worth the watch.
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HOUSING
7 TO 9 BEDROOM
Houses. Large Bedrooms,
3 Baths, D/W, Laundry,
Parking, 2 Blocks To Miller
Library, E.P.M 251-6005
3+4 BEDROOM
Apartments 4-7
Bedroom Houses.
Close To Campus. Call For
Specials 320-259-9673
AVAIL. IMMEDIATLY
Large 2 Bed Laundry
Off St. Parking Near Halenbeck Reduced Rate
251-0029 LV MSG

LOOK WHAT I HAVE!
1 & 2 Bdrm Apts
Available Now. Close
To SCSU And Bus Line.
Call Jacqueline 320-260-3448
www.nomgmt.com
ESCAPE THE
NOISY DORM LIFE!
We Have 1 & 2 & 4 Bedroom
Apts And Single Bedrooms
Available. Heat, Basic
Cable, Trash, Water Included.
Call Laura 320-249-3090
www.nomgmt.com
3&4 BEDROOM
Apartments 4-7 Bedroom
Hourses. Call For Specials.
320-259-9673

EMPLOYMENT
GRAB A FRIEND
1,2,3,4 BEDROOM
AND LEAVE THE DORM Apartments For Rent! Prime
LIFE BEHIND!
Locations! Huge Kitchens! LOCAL COMPANY NEEDS
To Fill F/T Openings In
Come view our 1 & 2 &
Huge Bedrooms! Utilities Paid
Customer
Service. Train4bedroom apts and single
For! New Carpet! Secured
ing Provided.Great Starting
bedrooms. Heat, basic cable,
Building With Parking lot. 3
Pay. Start Today! Call For
trash, water included.
Blocks Fom Campus Specials
Interview. 320-656-0222
LOW SECURITY
Call Patty 320-217-4115
On Rent! Call 320-492-1230
Deposit SE side 1 & 2 & 4
www.nomgmt.com
AT T E N T I O N
bedroom apts and single bedCAN’T FIND A PARKING
rooms available. Heat, basic
SPOT?
UNLIMITED
AFFORDABLE
&
QUIET!
cable, trash, water included.
We Are Located On The
DAILY GOLF $10
We’re Located On The SE
Call Dave 320-267-4881
Bus Line, Close To SCSU. 1
Power carts extra.
Side 1 & 2 & 4 Bedroom
www.nomgmt.com
& 2 Bedroom Apts And Single
ANGUISHIRE GOLF
Apts And Single Bedrooms
Bedrooms Available Call
251-9619
FEMALES AND MALES Available. Heat, Basic Cable,
Laura 320-249-3090
Private rooms in 4 bedroom Trash, Water Included. Call
www.nomgmt.com
Patty
320-217-4115
Apts. Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
Parking, Clean, Close. E.P.M.
www.nomgmt.com
251-6005
UNIVERSITY PLACE
APARTMENTS
4 Bedroo Heat Paid, A/C,
D/W, Parking, Avail. E.P.M.
251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
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SCSU Sports
Schedule
Sept. 19 - Sept. 25
FOOTBALL

University of Mary
Sept. 24, 2:30 p.m.
Away

SOCCER

Souix Falls
Sept. 21, 7:00 p.m.
Home
Minnesota State Moorhead
Sept. 24, 4:00 p.m.
Home

VOLLEYBALL
MSU Moorhead
Sept. 23, 7:30 a.m.
Away

Minnesota Crookston
Sept. 24, 3:00 p.m.
Away

Sports & Fitness

Columns
Healthy choices for students
Sarah Brownson
HEALTH COLUMN

Staying healthy on campus isn’t
exactly the easiest task. Between
packed schedules and empty wallets,
eating healthy is the last thing on most
college students’ minds.
Still, in a 2011 article published by
the “Journal of Health Behavior and
Public Health”, Improving Diets of
College Students: Survey of Dietary
Habits and Focus Group Perspectives
on How to Best Teach Students by
Katie Nicole Brown, et al.
“Most freshman are concerned
IJW]\LQM\IVLKW]TLJMVMÅ\NZWU
nutrition education.
With crazes like HerbaLife and
B]UJIÆWWLQVO\PM[MIZKPMVOQVM[
of every college student, it’s obvious
that better health is desired among the
campus population.
This leads to the question, “What
is healthy to eat?”
Obviously fast food isn’t as good
as home cooking, and different places
will serve food with different nutritional values, but what should students
be eating?
Well, an end-all list doesn’t exist.
However, there are always a few
choices that are fast, and easy to
make.
Choose: Greek Yogurt
Lose: Fruit Yogurt
Why: Greek yogurt is low in calories and high in protein.

GOLF

Southwest Minnesota Invite
Sept. 24-25
Away

Sept. 19 - Sept. 25
VIKINGS

Vikings vs. Lions
Sept. 25, 3:15 p.m.
Home

TWINS

Twins @ Yankees
Sept. 19, 1:10 p.m. and 12:05 p.m.
Away
Twins vs. Mariners
Sept. 20, 7:10 p.m.
Home
Twins vs. Mariners
Sept. 21, 7:10 p.m.
Home

This helps gear your body up for
classes, rather than make you sluggish.
Most fruity yogurts contain very
large volumes of high fructose corn
syrup.
Extra: Add fresh fruit. Fruits provide antioxidants and many different
vitamins.
All which keep you healthy.
Choose: Skim-milk Latte
Lose: Iced & Blended Coffees
Why: Lattes still contain caffeine,
but with skim milk it slims down your
calorie intake. It also provides calcium
and protein without all the extra fat.
-`\ZI"=[MI[]OIZNZMMÆI^WZQVO
like sugar free vanilla.
<WWU]KP[]OIZNZWU\PMÆI^WZQVO
replaces all the extra calories and fat
you’re leaving behind.
Choose: Hotdog
Lose: Hamburger
Why: An average hamburger,
alone, is almost double the calories
and fat of a hotdog. That’s not counting the bun and condiments!
Extra: Try for as much of a
100% kosher beef hotdog as you can
get. Lower grades often have more
sodium. Also, keep your condiments
under control. Condiments tend to be
high in sodium.
Choose: Water or Juice
Lose: Soda

Why: Even sodas that claim to
have zero calories and no caffeine
still contain high levels of sodium
and high fructose corn syrup. Water
actually helps your body burn calories
by boosting your metabolism. Allnatural-juice contains more vitamins
and antioxidants.
Extra: Be careful when selecting a
juice. Although it may seem healthier
because of all the extra vitamins,
many juices also contain extra sugar.
Choose: Pretzels
Lose: Chips
Why: Chips often rack up in all the
bad areas: calories, fat, sodium, and
even sugars.
They also offer no nutritional
value.
Pretzels cut back on the fat and
calorie intake, but can still be high in
sodium.
Extra: Always eat snacks in moderation.
Never sit in front of the television
or snack while studying. Absent mindedness is the easiest way to over eat.
Nutritional Facts and Credit: “College campus food guide: Foods to eat
to beat the Freshman 15,” by Diana
De Cicco, “Foods to Avoid in College:
The CL Guide,” by Lindsay Dressen,
“Pick It or Skip It: Summer Eats Edition,” by Alana Peden, and “Pick It
or Skip It: Grab-and-Go Breakfasts
for the Busy Collegiate,” by Cameron
Simcik.

Tennis: The end of an era
Ahmad Warraich
SPORTS COLUMN
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Tennis has seen a slew of extremely talented players in recent years.
The mantle left by Pete Sampras was
picked up by a new face as soon as it
was vacated.
When Sampras left the game and
moved on from the arena of tennis,
I would reminisce about the great
rivalry that he and Andre Agassi had.
When Agassi retired in thundering applause and rolling tears, many
thought they would never get to see to
such accomplished players play each
other again.
There was a giant void left when
Agassi bowed out of tennis. Always
the rebel, it was the weight of those
expectations that had kept him from
being the number one player in the
world. He would be the oldest player
to wear the crown.
His game was aggressive and he
had an uncanny ability to hit returns
that were nearly unplayable.
0Q[XMZ[WVITQ\a_I[IT_Ia[ÆIUboyant; he started his career wearing
his hair long, then decided to go bald.
He dated movie stars and married
Brooke Shields.
Several bad decisions off the court
led him to the low point of his career.
At his lowest, he was ranked 141 in
the world, but had a change of heart
playing in the regular tournaments.
He came back to become seventh in
the world.
Soon after Agassi’s departure,
Roger Federer rose to become number
one in the world, and there he would
stay for a very long time.
If people thought that Sampras

and his records would endure the test
of time, they were mistaken.
It seemed no one could depose
him.
He was all but unbeatable on grass
and hard court. Federer would rise to
be number one in the world, and he
would hold that rank for a long time.
Federer, to his credit, is one of the
most well rounded tennis players in
the current era.
Where many tennis players try to
become specialists on certain surfaces, Federer has managed to be an
extremely well rounded player.
He is one only a handful of players, along with Agassi, Rafael Nadal
and Rod Laver to have accomplished
a career Grand Slam, which is to win
all the majors at least once.
He has won Wimbledon six times
behind only Sampras, who has seven.
He also won it 5 times in a row tying
the record set by Björn Borg.
Federer has won 16 majors, beating the mark set by Sampras.
However, his reign as the king
might be coming to an end, as we
have recently seen the rise of a new
star: Novak Djokovic.
Djokovic has been one of only
a handful of people able to beat
Federer.
He was able to beat him this year
at the U.S. Open, going down by two
sets and then rallying back to win the
last three.
This is only the second time he has
done so. What is more impressive is
that he took out Federer and Nadal to
win the U.S. Open.
Djokovic holds the world’s number
one ranking, and rightfully so. He has
XZW^MV\WJMILQNÅK]T\\PWZV\WOM\
rid of. Djokovic has held the edge this

year whenever he has faced Nadal.
Against Federer, he has split the two
matches they have played against each
other.
This all signals a changing of the
guard. His unsurpassed precision
when it comes to playing from the
baseline, combined with his serve,
makes him a master of the game.
However, with that being said,
Federer won’t be able to do it as often
or as comfortably as he used to. He
has been losing more frequently, and
has slipped in the rankings.
He has reigned as number one in
the world, a position which he held for
237 consecutive weeks. This is a feat
that might not be accomplished by
anyone else for a very long time.
There is a sense that what was a rivalry between Nadal and Federer has
turned into a three-way battle royale
for the majors.
Due to the presence of Federer,
players such as Andy Roddick and
Andy Murray might never get the
recognition their game warrants.
Similarly, when Michael Jordan
played, his greatness overshadowed so
many players in the game during his
time.
Players that would have otherwise
been great in their own regard were
only mentioned in passing because of
Jordan’s accomplishments.
In the era of the big three who
have dominated the world of tennis
like never before, is it really fair to
have these extraordinary expectations
for other players?
True, they might win against one
of the three big names, but if they
were to face any two of them like
Djokovic did this year, it would be a
tall order for any player to win.

Twins vs. Mariners
Sept. 22, 12:10 p.m.
Home
Twins @ Indians
Sept. 23, 6:05 p.m.
Away
Twins @ Indians
Sept. 24, 12:05 p.m.
Away

PHOTO COURTESY OF TELEGRAPH.CO.UK

Novak Djokovic returns the tennis ball.
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Huskies and graduated last year.
Steward has had some tough times, in 2008 he experienced a major death in his family. “Everything went
downhill from there” Steward said.
He started to not care about school and his grades
started to drop and because of this tragedy. Steward started
to lose his interest in football.
The lack of interest in school caused Steward to be put
on academic probation.
This was a tough year for Steward, but what brought
him back was all the support his grandmother and coaches
gave him.
Getting back on track with school was very important
\W;\M_IZL0M[IQL\PI\aW]U][\LW_MTTQV[KPWWTÅZ[\
before getting involved in sports. This is something he
wants to instill in his son.
When it came time for Steward to sign for a college
football team he was undecided and he waited two weeks
before signing.
Steward missed out on the signing that was televised on
the local television station. Steward was okay with that, he
wanted to sign in the privacy of his own room.

University Chronicle - Page 13

“My mom didn’t even know,” Steward said.
0M_I[ÅZ[\[QOVML_Q\P5IVSI\W;\I\M=VQ^MZ[Q\a
but was recruited by SCSU. Steward said, “going with St.
+TW]L_I[IJM\\MZÅ\NWZUMº
He said he believes everything happens for a reason.
Two of Steward’s greatest achievements are graduating
college this year and playing football for the SCSU Huskies.
Steward enjoys spending time at home with his
20-month-old son and his girlfriend.
Steward’s family is very important to him, especially his
son whom he loves dearly.
“Having my son is my greatest joy,” he said proudly.
When Steward is not studying and going to practices he
enjoys going bowling. It’s one of his favorite things to do,
Steward said. “I like bowling. It’s calming which kind of
ZMÆMK\[UaXMZ[WVITQ\aº
Steward is a hard worker, a very open person, and said
he is an overachiever. He loves to makes people laugh.
Steward’s grandmother helped raise him and his
siblings, he said his grandmother would always make sure
\PI\\PMa_MZM\ISQVOKIZMWN ÅZ[\-^MV_Q\PPMZPMIT\PVW\
being very good she would always take in someone who
was in need.
*:1)6/):,6-:+76<:1*=<16/807<7/:)80-:
;\M_IZL¼[UIRWZQ[ÅVIVKM_Q\PIKZQUQVITR][\QKMUQVWZ
After graduation he would like to go to graduate school
Dante Stewards, SCSU running back, waits for drills
and get his Ph.D.
during a practice at Husky Stadium

)HVW
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Jake Tabbert roasts marshmallows at the hot cocoa
and smore’s station during Rec Fest wednesday afternoon.

Luke Harren, an SCSU senior, righting himself up on the small kayak after submersing himself under the
water as part of the demonstration.
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they had to win this set in an effort to stay
alive in the game. The set started as a very
closely contested one. With a combination of
[MTN QVÆQK\ML_W]VL[Ja\PM5IZI]LMZ[IVL
skill of the Husky players they soon pulled out
a four point lead 8-4. Huskies seemed on a
roll and soon the score was 12-7. The Huskies
made it 15-8 and the Marauders coach had
seen enough and called a timeout in an attempt to get the6 team on the right track.
The Marauders players came back to
UISMQ\_QVVQVOÅ^MKWV[MK]\Q^MXWQV\[
The Huskies however would soon pull ahead
making it 21-15 and would not look back.
They would go on to win the set 25-16 going
QV\W\PMÅVIT[M\
Final set started with a great rally between
the two teams and that would be hotly contested with both teams exchanging blows and
no team would take an outright lead. After the
Huskies went down 3-6 the coach called a time
out and the team responded going from 4-7
to take the lead 9-7. After squandering a lead
this time the coach of the Marauders called a
time out. The Marauders would score three
unanswered points to go from 11-9 to 11-12.
Towards the end, the game became a frenzy
of substitutions and with screaming coaches.
The Huskies would lose the lead 18-17. With
Huskies on the verge of losing the team dug
deep and pulled out 3 points to come from bePQVL\W_QV\PMÅVIT[M\IVL\PMUI\KP 
After the game the Coach of the Huskies
Michelle Blaeser said, “I think we started off
really slow, and we were not playing Husky
volleyball and it was nice after the second set;
making a change in setting and some other
things we were able to turn it around.”
She reiterated that “We need to go out and
be disciplined and play Husky volleyball, and
we didn’t start that way, that is why we were
struggling.”
Speaking about the injuries the coach
said, “Well my starting center Jen Waterman
the reason I had to pull her because of her
ÅVOMZ[PMPILQVR]ZMLMIZTQMZ<PQ[Q[\PMÅZ[\
time she had been pulled out of a game. Erica
Beacom being injured sitting out (plays the
right side). Lauren Cipperly has zero practice
on the right side. She is just a good athlete and
_I[IJTM\WÅTT0W_LQL\PMQVR]ZQM[INNMK\][
huge!”
The coach further said, “We needed to
PI^MKWVÅLMVKMI\\PMMVLIVL1_I[ZMITTa
XZW]LWN \PMU\WÅVQ[P\PMTI[\[M\7N\MV

>1>-34)5;)4+76<:1*=<16/807<7/:)80-:
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The Huskies, Lauren Cipperly is
jumping high to send the ball back.

The Huskies take on the Wolves on Saturday Evening at Halenbeck Hall

times when we have lost its often because we
are not aggressive. So I am really proud of our
team for staying aggressive and staying smart.”
Talking to the Marauders coach Steve
Novacek, “It was a great match both sides
were really competitive at times and both sides
were sloppy at the same time too. At the end
of the day it was a great volleyball match I am
very proud of my team and very proud of St.
Cloud - how they played, they battled back a
couple of times. 4th set they really took it to
us, 5th set was awesome on both sides of the
net.”
Talking to coach about the loss he said,
“Based on the competitiveness of the match it
could have been anyone’s game. They had a
couple of swings to win and we had couple of
swings to win. But in the end somebody has to
lose we have to recover and battle back and go
to St. Paul to face Concordia the road doesn’t
get any easier.”
The game was a very closely contested one
and it was admirable to see how the two sides
conducted themselves not only the players but
the coaches. In the end the Huskies got the
_QVJ]\TWWSQVOI\\PM[KWZM[QV\PMÅVIT[M\Q\
could have been anyone’s game. Huskies face
another test on the weekend against Northern
State University on Saturday.

:ROYHV
Continued from Page 16
points 16-9. The Huskies’ coach called
a time out again, but soon the Huskies were
down 21-12. SCSU couldn’t overcome the
gap and lost the third set 25-15.
The Huskies started the fourth set with
their backs against the wall. They pulled
out an early lead, but they couldn’t keep it.
The Wolves would come back and level
the score and from then onwards it was a
close game. With both teams exchanging
blow after blow, no team lead by more than
three points.
The Huskies went down 19-16. The
coach for the Huskies called a time out, but
then the Wolves responded with two quick
points extending their lead 21-16. The
coach for the Huskies called another time
out. The Huskies responded with some
desperation, and averted match point twice,
but the Wolves would not be denied, winning the fourth set 25-19.
“We struggled a bit today. We came out
strong, but we beat ourselves in the end,”
said Jen Waterman, captain of the volleyball team, after the match.

“We played a little bit as individuals
today and once we can continuously play as
team, we would come out like we did in set
one,” Waterman said of the loss.
Despite her injury, Waterman said her
main goal is to be a support for the team
JW\PWVIVLWNN \PMÆWWZ
Speaking on a timeline for a comeback,
[PMZMXTQML¹5aÅVOMZ¼[PMITQVO]XXZM\\a
good, so hopefully by next Tuesday I’ll be
able to shoot against Southwest.”
Jordan Hansen said the team started
off strong, but there’s always room for
improvement.
¹?MKIUMW]\WVÅZM_MZMITTaLQLJ]\
we came up short,” Hansen said. “Honestly, tomorrow is another day. The coach
is going to work us hard; we have things to
work on.”
Echoing her captain’s sentiments Hansen added, “We are a great passing team,
we really didn’t emphasize on that today.”
The Huskies look to bounce back from
this loss and face South West Minnesota
State on Sept. 20 at home.
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Michael Walker rushes during the game Saturday
against Winona State.
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Photo right: Kara Espinosa, the Forward for the Huskies, is preparing herself for a cross.

Sandra for Mustangs takes the free kick.
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Bemidji State

304

302

606

38 Matt McClure

Minnesota Crookston

71
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144

2

Minnesota State

306

305

611

43 Jeremy Tetrault

Concordia Universtiy

75

71
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4

Concordia University, St. Paul

304

308

612

44 Tyler Gross

Minnesota State

75

73
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6

SCSU

305

310
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47 Casey Hill

Bemidji State

78

70
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6

Minnesota, Crookstoan

311

310

621

53 John Hafdal

Bemidji State

75
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Winona State

312

314

626

58 Jon Blazek

Minnesota Crookstaon
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Minot state

313

313
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59 Gordy Diekman

SCSU

76

76
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Sioux Falls

325

325

634

66 Bily Barnhart

SCSU

74

79

142

11

Augustana

322

315

637

69 C.J. Haukom

Augustana

75

78
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Wayne State

339

323

662

94 Julian Ramirez

Minnesota State

75

78
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MarionHernandez

Minot State

76

78
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Troy Klongerbo

Sioux Falls

75

79
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Cody Duscherer

Minot State

82

73
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13

Matt Haugstad

Bemidji State

76

79
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13

Devin Holmes

SCSU

80

75
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Tees and golfballs show off SCSU spirit.
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Sarah Brownson
SPORTS COLUMN
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The Huskies rejoice when they tie points with the Marauders

Huskies beat Marauders in opener
Ahmad Warraich
STAFF WRITER

The SCSU women’s volleyball team won their home opener in a very
close game against University of Mary. Huskies rallied back from an early
\_W[M\LMÅKQ\\W_QV\PMUI\KPIOIQV[\\PM5IZI]LMZ[;M^MZITQVR]ZQM[TMN\
the Huskies weak and things didn’t improve much when the game started.
The game itself was a nail biter right to the end when the Huskies would
_QV\PMÅN\PIVLÅVIT[M\\W_QV\PMOIUM
Huskies got off to a slow start losing the lead early and soon Huskies
trailed the Marauders 4-7. The Huskies came back and made it a close set
10-11 Huskies still losing. The Marauders coach feeling the momentum
shift soon called a timeout.
The Marauders came back and began to pull away and soon took a
four point lead making it 10-14. After a couple of substitutions Huskies
came close and after a timeout called by the Huskies they were back in the
OIUMIVL[WWV\WWS\PMQZÅZ[\TMILWN \PM[M\ 
<PM5IZI]LMZ[_MZMVW\OWQVO\WOWI_Ia_Q\PW]\IÅOP\\PMa\WWS
the lead soon after. The Huskies would play catch up for the rest of the set

and would come back to tie it at 21-21. The Marauders would eventually
_QV\PMKTW[MTaKWV\M[\MLÅZ[\[M\
Huskies started the next set again down 5-2. It felt like déjà vu as
Huskies played catch up to the Marauders for the rest of the set. As the
Huskies came close to the Marauders 12-13, they would soon pull ahead
of the Huskies again making it 13-17. Huskies would come close making
Q\ !IVL_W]TLM^MV\]ITTa\ISM\PMTMIL<PM5IZI]LMZ[_W]TL
call a timeout and would rally to win the set 25-22.
Huskies would come back from the break looking to get back to Husky
^WTTMaJITT1\_W]TLJMUWZMLQNÅK]T\OQ^MV\PI\2MV?I\MZUIV\PM[\IZ\ing center for the Huskies would not be able to come back because of an
injury. It seemed that after the break Huskies came with renewed vigor
and took an early 5-1 lead over the Marauders. But the Marauders would
ÅOP\JIKSIVLTM^MTI\<PM[M\_I[IKTW[MTaNW]OP\WVM_Q\P\MIU[
neck and neck. The Marauders would come back to level it at 13-13, but
the Huskies would stay a step ahead of the Marauders and would eventually win the third set 25-22.
The fourth set began with volleyball team’s backs against the ropes
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Huskies split weekend with loss
Ahmad Warraich
STAFF WRITER

The SCSU volleyball team came from their
\PZQTTQVOÅVQ[PIOIQV[\\PM5IZI]LMZ[.ZQLIa
hoping to extend their winning record at home.
The Huskies played their second game SaturLIa_Q\PW]\\PMQZ[\IZ\QVO[M\\MZ2MV?I\MZUIV
The game started great for the Huskies, but in
the end, Northern State prevailed in four sets,

winning over the Huskies. SCSU struggled with
[MZ^QVOIVLQ\[MMUML2MV?I\MZUIVIVL-ZQKI
Beacom were really missed in the match.
<PMÅZ[\[M\[\IZ\MLKTW[M_Q\PJW\P\MIU[M`changing points one after another. The Huskies
pulled out an early lead to make the score 9-5.
The coach for the Wolves called a time out to
regroup, but the Huskies wouldn’t relent in their
onslaught. They extended their lead further to

As the game went on, the coach saw the lead

for the Huskies dwindle and called a time out.
The team responded by winning the next three
points to make the score 20-14, after which the
coach for the Wolves called a time out. The
Wolves managed to weather the onslaught, only
winning three consecutive points to make it 2319. The Huskies, however, were in control of the
ÅZ[\[M\!
The second set began with the Wolves hop-
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Steward enjoys spending time with son
Brian Gardner
ATHLETE PROFILE

Dante Steward, who
is from Milwaukee, Wisc.
and is a senior at SCSU
said he believes that staying
in school and doing well
academically can help you
go far in life.
Steward came from a
NIUQTaWN Å^MPQ[UW\PMZ
who passed away from cancer in 2009, two sisters and
an older brother. He was
the second oldest. Steward had a lot of freedom
growing up in the city, he
loved playing sports with his
friends and enjoyed going
to school.
Steward learned to take
school seriously at a young
age through his elementary
teacher.
“I looked up to her, she
taught me how important
it is to do well in school,”

Steward said.
When Steward was a
child he wanted to be a
dentist.
“Then I started to enjoy
math and the love of numbers,” he said.
His main goal throughout high school was to have
a math major. Steward
played football, baseball,
and track while in high
school. While in high school
Steward played running
back and linebacker.
“I switched to running
back in college, being 5 feet
7 inches I was too small for
linebacker,” he said with a
smile.
One of Steward’s favorite things to do when he was
younger was to shovel out
his neighbors driveways, he
said it gave him a sense of
accomplishment and made
him feel good that he was
helping out his neighbors.
“I didn’t care if I got

paid or not I just enjoyed
doing it,” Steward said.
Steward listens to all
kinds of different music,
but prefers R&B. “Before
games I like to listen to slow
music, it keeps me calm
before I go out on to the
ÅMTLº;\M_IZL[IQL
When the game starts
is when he lets all of his
energy out. He also has a
love for action movies.
Growing up on the
north side of Milwaukee
was not always easy according to Steward.
He has been around his
share of violence and has
witnessed a lot of things
that are all too common
living in the inner city.
Steward was privileged to
have four very close friends
he considered brothers.
“We always had each
other’s back” he recalled.
One of his close friends,
Titus, played for the SCSU

PHOTO COURTESY OF HUSKY ATHLETICS

Dante Steward is a senior running back for the Huskies.
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It turned out to be a
beautiful day for Rec Fest.
Outside of Atwood and
Stewart Hall were more
than 10 booths containing
information and examples
of all of the recreational
activities SCSU has to
offer.
Outside in the mall
area, there were women
from Group Fitness participating in step aerobics.
Outdoor Endeavors
was demonstrating kayak
moves in a pool.
Many people were
lined up in front of the
intramural sports booth to
shoot a basketball through
the hoop in order to win a
t-shirt or a prize pack.
There were a few
people standing in front
WN IÅZMJIZZMTKWWSQVO
marshmallows for s’mores.
Rec Fest is an annual
event that happens every
fall semester.
It gives the opportunity to learn about what kind
of activities are available
to them on campus.
Did you know that
there is a rock climbing
wall by Outdoor Endeavors located at Halenbeck
Hall that is free to use for
students and six dollars for
a community member to
use?
Evan Parkhouse, a
student Rental Manager at
Outdoor Endeavors, said
that the purpose of their
business is to get people
outside, and get people
excited about something
different whether it be
mountain biking, kayaking
or climbing.
“I love that they have
recreation here on campus.
It forces me to be more
active,” said Haley Ceckafinbert a student at SCSU.
The event attracted
more students as the day
went by, as they went from
booth to booth to receive
their freebies, they also
learned more about the
_MTTVM[[IVLÅ\VM[[XZWgrams on campus.
Group Fitness is another way students can get
up and get moving.
Classes include Bootcamp, Kettlebell, Zumba,
Yoga and many more.
Riika Quernemoen
with Group Fitness said,
“I think it’s important for
students to get away from
their academics and try
to live a healthy lifestyle
and working out is a good
stress reliever.”
With all the opportunities presented to students
that day, it should not be
PIZL\WÅVL[WUM\PQVO\W
help them with relieving
their stress and exercising both their bodies and
minds.
<WÅVLW]\UWZMQVNWZmation about the wellness
IVLÅ\VM[[XZWOZIU[OW\W
the SCSU website.
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